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The big valley hypothesis suggests that, in combinatorial
optimisation, local optima of good quality are clustered and surround
the global optimum. The idea of a single valley does not always hold.
Instead the big valley seems to de-construct into several valleys.

Sampling the Landscape
Instrumenting Concorde's Chained
Lin-Kernighan (LK) local search algorithm:
Data: I, a TSP instance
Result: LO, the set of local optima
Eesc, the set of edges between local optima
n ← numberOfCities(I); LO ← {}; Eesc ← {}
ATT532
for i ← 1 to 100 do
s ← initialSolution()
s ← LinKernighan()
LO ← LO ∪ {s}
for k ← 1 to n do
Nodes are local optima. A tour is a local optimum if no tour in its
sstart ← s
neighbourhood is shorter than it. The neighbourhood is imposed by LK-search.
send ← applyKick(s)
send ← LinKernighan(send)
Edges are directed and based on the double-bridge operator. There is an
LO ← LO ∪ {send}
escape edge from local optimum A to local optimum B, if B can be obtained
Eesc ← Eesc ∪ {(sstart, send)}
after applying a double-bridge kick to A followed by LK-Search.
if fitness(send) < fitness(sstart) then
s ← send

Local Optima Networks for the TSP
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Local optima networks for different TSPLIB instances:
ATT532 (cropped), GR666, RAT575, U574

Observations
On TSP instances the big valley decomposes into a number of
sub-valleys of different sizes and fitness distributions. Sometimes
the global optimum is located in the largest valley (easy to search
landscape) but this is not generally the case. The global optimum
might be located in a small valley, which offers a clear and visual
explanation of the increased search difficulty in these cases.
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Next: Visualisations in 3D
We are working on 3D local optima networks
to provide a more intuitive representation of
the landscape.

Fitness-Distance
The plots of fitness against bond distance (difference in
the number of common edges) show multiple distinct
funnels instead of a single valley. On some instances,
looking at the bottom of these components, or funnels,
reveals further splits into basins within funnels.
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